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About the Lecture

Mining drives corruption, mis-governance, crony capitalism, environment & human rights damage and conflict. Iron ore mining in Goa has become contentious between civil society and the government. The Goenchi Mati Movement uses the Public Trust Doctrine and the Intergenerational Equity Principle to propose a ethical, fair & just resolution to the issue. The ramifications of the proposal are far reaching. The proposed solution has support from the Constitution, our traditions and customs, economics & global best practices. It has also been supported by 4 parties including AAP, the Archbishop of Goa, the Shadow Chancellor of the UK, a broad spectrum of civil society, and has been discussed in the recent Economic Survey.

About the Speakers

Rahul Basu is an activist who is a member of [Goa Foundation](http://www.goa-foundation.org), [Goenchi Mati Movement](http://www.goenchinmatimovement.org) (GMM), [India Network for Basic Income](http://www.inbi.org.in) (INBI), [mines, minerals & People](http://www.minesmineralsandpeople.org) (mm&P), and [The Future We Need](http://www.tfwn.org).